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Top Machine Shops in Phoenix, AZ – Phoenix, Arizona, the fifth-largest city in America, had a significant
boom in manufacturing following World War II as businesses looked to take advantage of a plentiful labor
population. The invention of air conditioning also made this desert metropolis, where the sun shines for
the majority of the day, more livable. Phoenix is home to a number of significant firms, including Motorola,
Intel, and McDonnell Douglas. The aerospace, semiconductor, and other high-tech sectors are
consequently largely reliant on machining services in the Phoenix area. Even though CNC machining is
more common, many firms provide manual turning and milling when necessary. Many shops also provide
further related services such as EDM, fabrication and assembly, heat treatment, engineering, prototyping,
and associated manufacturing services.

We would be delighted to provide you with more information on how we can help you generate revenue
within your industry. Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions! With Linquip’s Solutions for
Each Company Level, you will be able to upgrade the capabilities of your organization in order to gain a
competitive edge by taking advantage of a wide range of options to enhance your organization’s
performance. If you are looking for the simplest or the most sophisticated marketing and advertising
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package for your business, we can help you ensure that your company gets as many customers as
possible to grow your business. 

Listed below are the Top Machine Shops in Phoenix, AZ. Each company’s information includes its
headquarters, sales, year of foundation, and the number of employees. US million dollars are used to
measure annual sales. Following the table are summaries of each company.

Edit

Company name Year
founded

No. of
Employees

Annual
sale Activity

Xometry, Inc. 2013 500-1000 +$200 Mil Machining/ molding/
stamping

Wire-Tech 1983 500-1000 +$250 Mil CNC machining
Modern Industries 1969 500-1000 +$250 Mil CNC machining
Tru-Stop 1999 50-100 $10-25 Mil CNC/pressure vessels
Micro-Tronics 1968 100-200 $10-25 Mil CNC/rubber molding
Precise Metal
Products 1957 200-500 $10-25 Mil CNC machining

Pivot Manufacturing 2000 10-50 $5-10 Mil CNC machining
Dynamic Machine 1967 10-50 $5-10 Mil CNC machining
Cling’s Aerospace 1972 10-50 $1 Mil CNC/weldments
Infinisys Mfg 2007 1-10 $1 Mil CNC machining
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Xometry, Inc.

Among many other services, Xometry, Inc. is a top supplier of machining, molding, and stamping. The
business produces customized metal stampings in a range of materials, including copper, stainless steel,
brass, and steel alloys. It offers production quantities of up to one million pieces and maintains strict
tolerances, all with reasonable lead times.

Wire-Tech

From aerospace to injection molding, Wire-Tech provides 3, 4, and 5-axis CNC milling and turning
services. The business also offers related services, including EDM, hole popping, surface/form grinding,
honing, laser branding, and others.

Modern Industries

Four machining facilities are run by Modern Industries in the Phoenix region. The business offers certified
welding, coating and passivation, and assembly services in addition to a comprehensive variety of CNC
machining services.

Tru-Stop
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From prototypes to small and large-scale production runs, Tru-Stop offers services for horizontal and
vertical CNC machining. The business manufactures heat exchangers, ASME-compliant vessels, and
related process machinery.

Micro-Tronics

In addition to providing EDM, assembly, rubber molding, and associated services, Micro-Tronics also
provides 3, 4, and 5-axis CNC milling and CNC turning. The business was founded in 1968 and has been
making EDM ever since.

Precise Metal Products

For the aerospace, power generation, and military industries, Precise Metal Products offers manual and
CNC machining services. Capabilities include turning up to 23 in. dia. by 18 in. long and milling up to
32x25x18 in. Since 1957, the firm has been in operation.

Pivot Manufacturing

Pivot Manufacturing is a contract machining and assembly business with the semiconductor, aerospace,
and defense sectors as its primary clients. The business has received Hubzone manufacturing
certification.

Dynamic Machine

In Phoenix, Dynamic Machine runs a 36,000 square foot CNC fabrication and machining plant.
Additionally, the business provides precision grinding, EDM, large-part manual machining, and other
associated services. The business got going in 1967.

Cling’s Aerospace

For the aerospace and military industries, Cling’s Aerospace specializes in 4- and 5-axis complicated
machined components. The business, which started operations in 1972, also provides fabricated tubes,
weldments, and assemblies.

Infinisys Mfg

From the manufacture of medical components to the aerospace industry, Infinisys Manufacturing offers
CNC machining services. The business has a comprehensive quality assurance procedure in place, and
produced items are checked using CMMs, optical comparators, etc.

Matrix Machine

The aerospace, medical, optical, and other high-tech sectors are served by Matrix Machine’s CNC
milling, turning, and contract manufacturing services. The business also provides mechanical assembly
and DFM support to cut down on part numbers and boost manufacturability.
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PDF files are available for download if that’s the format you prefer. The download can be started by
clicking the link provided here.


